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Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren Just how a straightforward
suggestion by reading can improve you to be a successful person? Reading Organic Chemistry By Jonathan
Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren is a very straightforward task. Yet, how can many people be so lazy
to check out? They will certainly favor to spend their downtime to talking or hanging around. When as a
matter of fact, checking out Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren will
certainly offer you a lot more probabilities to be effective completed with the hard works.

Review
Review from previous edition: "If you want a really good book about organic chemistry get Organic
Chemistry by Clayden, Greeves, Warren and Wothers." --Christian Aichinger, Organic Chemistry Blog.

"What strikes the reader straight away is the way the text is laid out so that it is visually exciting. I could go
on, but it's beginning to sound like a paean of praise, so let me end by congratulating the authors and
publishers in producing what I am sure will become the standard text in organic chemistry. Perhaps I should
just summarise how I felt about the book when I came to put it down: refreshing, exciting and motivational."
--Tony Barrett, Imperial College London.

"The authors should be congratulated for compiling a book that should prove very popular with our
students...the text is very comprehensive and covers key areas in a very attractive and user friendly way." --
Dr Don Green, University of North London.

"The book is brilliant - we have been waiting for up to 25 years for a decent British text." --John Mann,
Professor of Biol. Chemistry, Queens University Belfast.

"This is a book we have all been waiting for! It is based on sound mechanistic reasoning and contains
thousands of useful examples for teaching. Its style is approachable and covers both fundamental and more
advanced material." --Adam Nelson, Lecturer, University of Leeds

"A magnificent resource." --Angewandte Chemie, International Edition, v. 40 no. 12, June 2001

"Represents a milestone in the field of organic chemistry textbooks... This is the first organic textbook that
could be used in some shape or form on almost every organic chemistry course in any UK undergraduate
programme... I soon expect to be hearing 'You can look it up in Clayden' ringing from lectures and tutorials,
and for many years to come." --Andrew Boa in The Times Higher Education, 2001

"As a chemistry undergraduate I have found this book an excellent organic chemistry guide to accompany
my university textbooks...the diagrams are clear and the chapters, sections and subsections are appropriately



named which makes it easy to find what you're looking for." --Amazon, January 2011

"This is an excellent textbook which covers nearly all the organic chemistry reactions you could ever need as
an undergraduate! I can't fault the content - everything is explained clearly with plenty of diagrams and
reaction mechanisms." --Amazon, December 2009

About the Author

Jonathan Clayden is a Professor of Organic Chemistry at the University of Manchester, where he and his
research group work on the construction of molecules with defined shapes - in particular those where control
of conformation and limitation of flexibility is important. Jonathan was awarded a BA (Natural Sciences)
from Churchill College, Cambridge before completing his PhD with Stuart Warren, also at the University of
Cambridge. He has been at the University of Manchester since 1994.

Nick Greeves is the Director of Teaching and Learning in the Department of Chemistry at the University of
Liverpool. Nick is a Cambridge graduate, obtaining his PhD there in 1986 for work on the stereoselective
Horner-Wittig reaction with Stuart Warren. He then held a Harkness Fellowship at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison and at Stanford University, California, and a Research Fellowship at Cambridge
University before joining Liverpool in 1989 where he is currently a Senior Lecturer.

Stuart Warren is a former lecturer in the Department of Chemistry at the University of Cambridge and
Fellow of Churchill College, Cambridge. A graduate of Trinity College, Cambridge, Stuart completed his
PhD at Cambridge with Malcolm Clark before carrying out post-doctoral research at Harvard University. He
became a teaching fellow at Churchill College in 1971, and remained a lecturer and researcher at Cambridge
until his retirement in 2006.
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Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren How can you alter your mind to
be much more open? There several resources that could assist you to enhance your ideas. It can be from the
various other encounters as well as tale from some people. Schedule Organic Chemistry By Jonathan
Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren is one of the trusted resources to get. You can discover numerous
books that we share here in this website. And currently, we show you among the most effective, the Organic
Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren

Do you ever know guide Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren Yeah, this
is a quite interesting publication to check out. As we informed recently, reading is not type of commitment
task to do when we need to obligate. Reading should be a routine, a good routine. By reading Organic
Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren, you can open the brand-new globe and get
the power from the globe. Everything could be gained via the e-book Organic Chemistry By Jonathan
Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren Well in brief, publication is very effective. As what we offer you right
here, this Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren is as one of reading book
for you.

By reviewing this e-book Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren, you will
get the best point to get. The new point that you don't have to spend over cash to reach is by doing it on your
own. So, just what should you do now? Visit the link page and also download and install the e-book Organic
Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren You can get this Organic Chemistry By
Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren by online. It's so very easy, isn't really it? Nowadays,
modern technology really assists you tasks, this on the internet e-book Organic Chemistry By Jonathan
Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren, is too.
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Inspiring and motivating students from the moment it published, Organic Chemistry has established itself in
just one edition as the student's choice of an organic chemistry text.

The second edition refines and refocuses Organic Chemistry to produce a text that is even more student-
friendly, coherent, and logical in its presentation than before.

Like the first, the second edition is built on three principles:

An explanatory approach, through which the reader is motivated to understand the subject and not just learn
the facts;

A mechanistic approach, giving the reader the power to understand compounds and reactions never
previously encountered;

An evidence-based approach, setting out clearly how and why reactions happen as they do, giving extra
depth to the reader's understanding.

The authors write clearly and directly, sharing with the reader their own fascination with the subject, and
leading them carefully from topic to topic. Their honest and open narrative flags pitfalls and misconceptions,
guiding the reader towards a complete picture of organic chemistry and its universal themes and principles.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

The Companion Website (www.oup.com/uk/orc/bin/9780199270293), available to all adopters of the text,
includes:
- 3D Organic Animations: Link to chemtube3d to view interactive 3D animations developed by the author
- Additional Chapters: Four chapters from the first edition that do not appear in the second
- Errata: Corrections to the book since publication
- End-of-Chapter Questions: A range of problems to accompany each chapter
- Figures in PowerPoint: Figures pre-inserted into PowerPoint for use in lectures and handouts
- Problems: Problems to accompany each chapter from the new edition of Organic Chemistry will be posted
in the student area of the book's Companion Website throughout the year (April, June, and December 2012)
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Wisconsin-Madison and at Stanford University, California, and a Research Fellowship at Cambridge
University before joining Liverpool in 1989 where he is currently a Senior Lecturer.
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Most helpful customer reviews

25 of 26 people found the following review helpful.
2ed vs 1ed
By pipelion
Since its appearance in 2001, "Clayden" is clearly the best book that undergraduates can acquire for their
preparation in Organic Chemistry. This piece of art continues its hegemony in the second edition, so there is
no point in comparing this book with other books actually in the market (that's the reason for 5 stars).
Therefore, this review focus on comparisons between the first and second edition.

Main changes:

1) The main change in the new edition deals with the order of topic presentation. Clearly, the new order is
better, and more logically fluent. For example, conjugate addition is now grouped with nucleophilic aromatic
substitution.
Each chapter ends with a "further reading" section which was so much in need. These changes would be
greatly valued by teachers.

2) some chapters that appeared in the 1st ed are not included in the printed version of the 2 ed, however, it
should be clear that these chapters still exist and every owner of the new edition have access to then via the
companion web site

3) the problems section at the end of each chapter is no longer included in the printed version, they are
included in the companion web site.

4) Only few discussions were rephrased with only modest enlargement of some discussions and deletion of
others. This can be seen for example in the chapter of "organometallic chemistry" were discussion of the
Buchwald-Hartwig reaction is enlarged (great!) and the Pauson-Khand reaction deleted (pity).

5) Figures and paper quality are better in the new edition. These reflects in the instructor material which
basically consist of digital figures inserted in ppt for each chapter.

Some not so great comments:

The major flaw of "Clayden" since its first edition in this reviewer opinion is its lack of sufficient exercises.
This was aggravated in the 2ed (the first has around 15 problems per chapter...now only 10!), however, their
inclusion as a .pdf downloadable file opens the opportunity for redemption, as it seems there is no reason
why this short selection of problems cannot change by 30 or 40 per chapter in the future. Hopefully the
excellent solutions guide from the first edition will appear as electronic files that can change with time (yes,
it is not yet available).
As a teacher, I usually impart from "Clayden" and assign the problems from other texts (e.g. Carey adv. org.



chem. part A, or Grossman the art of writing reasonable org react mech).
The book is now accompanied by a web site that brings a lot of animations to almost every single reaction
that appeared in the text, however, access to this site is not restricted and you don't need to be an owner of
the 2ed to enjoy this. (just go to [...] and search)

in conclusion, if you need to buy an organic chemistry textbook, don't hesitate, BUY CLAYDEN 2 ed.
However, if you are an owner of the 1st ed, STAY WITH IT as the goodies for updating are not sufficient.

12 of 12 people found the following review helpful.
The best modern textbook for organic chemistry
By Ash Jogalekar
This is undoubtedly the best modern book for learning organic chemistry. Unlike some other books which
present organic chemistry as a set of facts and reactions to be learnt and memorized, this book instead
emphasizes the unifying threads between different concepts and also stresses the assimilation of those
concepts through real-life applications. Common themes such as syn-anti addition, carbocations and orbital
overlap tie together disparate reactions and aspects of organic chemistry.

The first edition of this book was published in 2001 and the updated edition in 2012, so the discussion in this
book includes reactions and reagents that are often missing from other comparable texts. For instance the
volume still provides the most complete and readable description of the Grubbs metathesis reaction that I
have come across, clearly emphasizing the mechanism, the effects of different ligands and solvents and
applications to complex natural products. Other reactions of paramount importance to both academia and
industry which are presented in the book include the palladium-catalyzed Suzuki, Heck, and Sonogashira
couplings (which were recently awarded the Nobel Prize). The Buchwald-Hartwig reaction which was not as
developed in 2001 but which has since seen immense growth gets an especially detailed mention.

The volume covers the whole gamut of current organic chemistry. Apart from its modern and unifying
outlook, the other feature that stands out is the way it stresses the practical relevance of all this material.
Organic chemistry is really the basis of our modern way of life and the book reflects this fact. The value of
almost every important reaction and reagent is demonstrated by its application to the synthesis of an
important drug, polymer, food additive or agrochemical. The book also does a great job of illustrating the
great value of simple concepts; for instance, one chapter discusses the application of pKa to the development
of the bestselling drug ranitidine, another provides an explanation of the lachrymatory (tear-inducing)
properties of onions as rooted in sigmatropic reactions involving sulfur compounds. From the clinic to the
kitchen, this book drives home the fact that organic chemistry is not just an intellectually rewarding exercise
but is at the foundation our daily existence.

In addition to these qualities, the book is written in an honest, informal style and the authors admit
uncertainty where it exists. Color enhances bonds, atoms and mechanistic arrows while boxed material
contains key concepts and intriguing examples. Overall we are treated to an incredible amount of
information in an attractive format and the authors must have really spent a lot of efforts in planning and
presenting it. In its second edition this book continues to be an extremely useful source for students and
practitioners alike and it is highly recommended.

9 of 9 people found the following review helpful.
a quote from page 434 sums up everything you need to know
By James Chico
The quote below talks about something called Markovnikov's Rule, which is a mnemonic device taught in
most organic chemistry textbooks (it references a figure with a reaction immediately below it).



"There is a traditional guideline called Markovnikov's Rule for electrophilic additions of H-X to alkenes,
which can be stated as: 'The hydrogen ends up attached to the carbon of the double bond that had more
hydrogens to start with.' We don't suggest you learn this rule, although you may hear it referred to. As with
all 'rules' it is much more important to understand the reason behind it. For example, YOU can now predict
the product of the reaction below. With all due respect, Markovnikov couldn't."

This embodies the spirit of the entire textbook. Quite simply the best.

See all 25 customer reviews...
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Be the first to download this publication Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart
Warren and let checked out by coating. It is really easy to review this publication Organic Chemistry By
Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren due to the fact that you don't require to bring this printed
Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren anywhere. Your soft documents
publication could be in our gadget or computer so you can appreciate reading everywhere and also each time
if required. This is why whole lots varieties of people likewise review guides Organic Chemistry By
Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves, Stuart Warren in soft fie by downloading the publication. So, be one of
them who take all advantages of reading guide Organic Chemistry By Jonathan Clayden, Nick Greeves,
Stuart Warren by on-line or on your soft documents system.
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